
Inset Glass Door Hinge Without Catch
Product # 754507195

DESCRIPTION
For cabinets or showcases

This hinge is the ideal solution to give your glass cabinets and showcases a modern,
sleek look.

Designed to accommodate multiple thicknesses of glass, this hinge, with a latch, is
designed to fit inside cabinets.
The vertical and horizontal positions are adjustable during installation to ensure that the
cabinets and showcases have excellent stability and a good finish.

Available in 3 different finishes to harmonize more easily with the rest of the hardware
selected for cabinet design.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- Modern, sleek, and linear style. - Designed for glass cabinets or wooden showcases
with glass doors - For glass thicknesses of 5 mm, 6 mm, and 8 mm. - Vertical and
horizontal positions adjustable during installation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 754507195

Load Capacity Max. 33.1 lb*

Material Brass

Length 1 25/32 in*

Width 1 7/8 in*

Height 1 25/32 in*

Thickness of Glass 3/16 to 5/16 in*

Finish Satin Nickel

Width of Door to Respect Max. 23 5/8 in*

Use Type Glass

Hinge Opening Angle +147°

Brand Sugatsune

Disclaimer

Measures shown with an asterisk (*) have been converted as per your preference. These are not the official measures. To view the
measures specified by the manufacturer, click here.

APPLICATION
- Inset application. - Shaping of the glass panel required with this hinge. - For a maximum glass door width of 600 mm per pair. -
Maximum glass door weight of 33 lb (15 kg) per pair, including all accessories, such as handles, etc.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This illustration is provided for visual reference only. Actual product may differ from the illustration. For safety purposes, use tempered
glass. The use of power tools during installation may damage the hinges and decorative hardware. The glass must be shaped according
to the section plane provided in the box. Always set the product in a suitable material. Never exceed the load or maximum size
recommended by the manufacturer. Never use a spray lubricant on this product. Maintenance: clean with a soft cloth and non-abrasive
soap or ammonia. Order hardware before starting the job. The manufacturer reserves the right to change product and information
without notice. Always use the instructions inside the package. Drawings and technical documents contain examples of hardware from
different manufacturers. The customer may in no case make a claim following the use of these documents. The Company disclaims any
responsibility for the structural details related to a construction or project. Installation must be done by qualified personnel. Always make
sure that the product is properly installed using suitable fixings to the support material. Never exceed the load or maximum size
recommended by the manufacturer. Never use a spray lubricant on this product.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
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